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Incidentally, although von Martens (1890) '^ revived Apero-

stoma so as to replace Neocy dolus, apparently Sykes (1901) ^* was
the first to propose that "we regard blanchetianum (= inca) as

the type," according to the code adopted that year, but changed
in 1907. So, let us follow his good example, and take the dumb
rules as they come.

NOTESON THE SEX RATIOS IN CAMPELOMA

By LESLIE HUBRICHT

Several years ago, I collected a large number of Campeloma
from the Meramec River, at Kirkwood, St. Louis County, Mis-

souri and introduced them (apparently unsuccessfully) into an

artificial lake in Fairgrounds Park, St. Louis. Since I had been

told that males were rare in this genus, I placed them in an

aquarium before making the introduction and as they crawled

about I sorted out the males by the enlarged right tentacle.

Much to my surprise, I found that there were about two males to

three females.

Since then whenever I cleaned a collection of this genus, I have

noted the sex and have marked it on the shell. In the following

table are listed all the lots in my collection in which the sexes were

thus noted.

At Kirkwood, every specimen over one-fourth inch in diameter

was collected so that the ratio is not influenced by that natural

human tendency to pick the biggest, which influenced the ratios of

some of the other lots. The shells of mature females have about

twice the volume of those of mature males.

From the following table, the sex ratios in Campeloma, in the

Midwest at least, are apparently similar to those found in

Viviparus by Van Cleave and Lederer (Jour. Morph. 53: 499-522,

1932), who concluded that the two sexes were born in equal num-
bers but because of the longer life span of the females they were

apt to exceed the males by a ratio of as much as two or three to

one. However, some of the above lots do not contain males altho

the samples arc large enough so that they should have been col-

lected had they been present. In tlie.se lots, the shells are thin

and (l('paiii)enite and, under adverse conditions, parthenogenetic

races j)robably have developed.
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